Abstract, This research aimed to know the Islamic conceptual framework by Quṭb included of the goal of Islamic Education, mattes of Islamic Education and the methods of Islamic Quṭb are attarbiyah, at-ta'līm, at-taujīh, adab/at-ta'dib, and tahzīb. CopeptuallyQuṭb used At-tarbiyah al-Ḥarakiyyah, at-tarbiyah al-Qur'āniyyah, at-tarbiyah an-nabawiyyah, at-tarbiyah alIslāmiyyah, at-tarbiyah al-khuluqiyyah, and At-tarbiyah al-Ijtimā'iyyah
INTRODUCTION
Talking about current Islamic educational thinking, it cannot be separated from the thinking of the classical period. As a work related to philosophy, Islamic education thought comes from the idea and idea of an educational figure about Islamic education both theoretical and applicative. Basically the thought of Islamic education has its own characteristics when viewed from the source of thinking is derived from the Qur'an and Hadits. 1 Although with the same source, Islamic educational thought in its various styles, produces a definitive conception of education that varies depending on the conditions attached to it, especially when viewed from the historical spectrum. 2 In relation to the long history, according to HasanAsari knowing the history of classical and modern education thought is a bridge for contemporary Muslims to be able to study professionally and proportionally to Islamic education itself and regarded as a navigation tool that allows contemporary Muslims to travel by looking at the roots The reality with classical mapping records should follow the following paths: a) adequately describe oritional works in each field, b) underline the central team-the themes of the classic works, c) show the theses and arguments of each theme , And d) shows its relation to the reality of Muslim life today. 3 The thought of Islamic education with its various approaches and methodologies produces a distinctive concept, one of which is in terms of defining.
Defining Islamic education with an approach of tafsiri for example will result in defining the style of interpretation, the definition of education with the approach ḥarakī or movement will lead to the definition of education close to the nuances of movement. Defining the philosophical approach will lead to philosophical thinking, and so on. A definition of a character will certainly have implications for the entire spectrum of education itself, which is known as the Islamic education system. 4 treasury itself. For the latter it is obviously needed a highly committed expert with the ability of a broad and open insight not just individuals who are experts on one field only.HasanAsari states that to achieve it requires a good mapping of classical treasures that have an encyclopedicintegral wawasam / character that characterizes the majority of classical Muslim authors. See HasanAsari, Reveal History Finding Ibrah (Bandung: Citapustaka Media, 2006), p. 104. 2 The four phases described by HarunNasution include the classical phase, the middle phase, the progress phase, and the modern and backward phase. The classical phase is the period of guidance and growth of Islamic education during the time of the Prophet. (661-750 AD); The Golden Age of Islamic Education, is a period of scientific growth coupled with the rapid development of Islamic studies institutions (750-1250 CE); The phase of decline is a period of decline and the frost of Islamic education with the closed doors of ijtihad and abandoning secular intellectual traditions, especially philosophy (1250-1734); And the phase of renewal and reestablishment is a period of renewal in it is re-encouraged by Islamic thinkers (1734-present At-tarbiyah an-nabawiyyah for Quṭb is the process of training of education which comes from the Prophet must go hand in hand with the Qur'anic education.
At-Tarbiyah an-Nabawiyyah directs the heart and view towards heaven, also encourages him to continue to be patient with God's prescribed role until God rewards him as he pleases, both in the world and in the hereafter especially in the family environment, as stated in his commentary: Secondly, Quṭb states that although living in prison confinement, but the Qur'an will remain a conditioning and a helper himself, the body may be imprisoned in prison but the soul and spirit of life as a form of movement will remain lit and will purify itself and can exalt it. As contained in the muqaddima of Fī Ẓilāl al-Qur'ān interpretation, the following: This is in the muqaddimah interpretation FīẒilāl mentioned that in this phase
Quṭb has a concern in thought derived from the inspiration of the Qur'an and live under the auspices of the Qur'an. Quṭb wants to display the contents of the Qur'an entirely and want to explain the characteristics and characteristics that exist in it. 12 9 Sayyid Quṭb, at-Taswīr al-Fanni fī Al-Qur'ān (Kairo: Dār-Asyurūq, tt), h. 11. 10 Ibid. 11 Ibid 12 Sayyid Quṭb, Fī Ẓilāl al-Qur'ān, Juz. I in Muqaddimah (Cairo: Dār Asy-Shurūq, tth), p. 7. When the Al-Muslimin magazine came out at the end of 1951 AD, the editor of the magazine Sa'id Ramadhan asked Quṭb to actively contribute his writings on a monthly basis, and the paper was expected in a continuous theme. From this it was revealed that the latent desire, then Quṭb actively poured all the turbulence of Islamic thought that inspired from the Qur'an with the theme that evoke the spirit of thought and movement, which is named Fī Ẓilāl al-Qur'ān.
The characteristics of FīẒilāl are divided into two when FīẒilāl is written before in prison and imprisoned. Prior to imprisonment FīẒilāl has not been much revised but after imprisonment there are many revisions before the print, whether by Quṭb itself or by others. An example is when he interprets Surat al-Burūj when giving the description of ashāb al-ukhdūd (the people who make the trench, QS AlBurūj 85: 4),Quṭb includes a picture of the torture of him while in prison then The revision is not specified. 13 n his book at-Taṣwīr al-Fannī fī Al-Qur'ān, Quṭb makes it clear that there is a common thread between writing Fī Ẓilāl and Quṭb's childhood by saying "My imaginary past, when I was a child, as the ordinary children of innocent , But the innocent fantasy provides a beautiful picture as I deepen some of the phrases contained in the Qur'an. The description and description in it is actually mediocre, but the image is able to make my heart stunned and understand the meaning of the Qur'an. I feel the joy of doing that. There is a spirit that drains my blood while doing it. " 14 Quṭb makes the book at-Taṣwīr al-Fannī fī Al-Qur'ān as a benchmark in his books that discusses the Qur'an from aspects of Bayān, Adab and its beauty. Quṭb tadabbur Alquran with Tadabbur very clear and sharp, until he was able to remove the contents of his womb from the aspect of thought and renewal. Those are some aspects of the background of Fī Ẓilāl's writing. 15
13 Ṣālih Abd al-Fattāh al-Khālidī, SayyidQutb al-Adīb an-Nāqid, h 442. This letter is included in juz 30 which SayyidQutb interpreted after his release from prison. Although the purpose of the revision is in order to censor the writing that medeskriditkan Egyptian government, but in the future, Quṭb's efforts have a positive implication for the product of FīẒilāl al-Qur'ān interpretation itself is in the form of avoidance from the aspect of excessive subjectivity which of course will Impact on the quality of the interpretation itself is related to the universality of the meaning contained. The verses of ignorance interpreted by Quṭb (as well as other verses as a whole in FīẒilāl al-Qur'ān) that has been present and circulated in society are the revised form of the commentary so that the consistency aspect can be preserved though not everything is perfectly.
14 SayyidQuṭb, at-Taṣwīr al-Fannifī Al-Qur'ān (Kairo: Dār-Asyurūq, tt),p. 2. 15 Ibid.
FINDINGS Islamic Education According to Sayyid Qutb
Based on the discussion of education in Tafseer 
At-Tarbiyah an-Nabawiyyah (Education based on Prophetis)
As a unity with at-tarbiyah al-Qur'āniyyah, Quṭb introduces the concept of at-tarbiyah an-Nabawiyyah. At-tarbiyah an-Nabawiyyah is the term used by 
At-Tarbiyah al-Khuluqiyyah (Moral Education)
The terminology used by Quṭb to be related to education is at-tarbiyah alkhuluqiyyah or moral education, the moral education paradigm for SayyidQuṭb is a means to achieve equality of society (takāful al-ijtimā'ī), in Islamic societies, especially at present Ahklaq is increasingly eroded as its criticisms on the term ignorance. 23
At-tarbiyah al-Ijtimā'iyyah (Social Education)
At-tarbiyah al-Ijtimā'iyyah or social education is that basically Islamic education is a means to realize social sense in society as a person and as a whole unity. Islamic education for Quṭb aims at realizing a true Islamic society by holding on to the throne of Allāh in this world, meaning that all human movements will always be known by God, this is the essence of the harakah based on monotheism. 24
The Purpose of Islamic Education According to SayyidQutb
In the verses of Al-Qur'an, Al-Baqarah / 2:30 Quṭb interprets that the caliph has the position of governing the world, this is the highest honor to the creatures that will make mischief on earth and shed blood. But humans are given a secret that can elevate it higher than the angels.
The khalifah framework in the Qur'anic perspective has a correlation with Al-Abrāyypendapat's opinion in the framework of movement education, in which the movement must be able to realize some of the following objectives:
The purpose of physical education with tawhid as the basis of education aims to prepare human beings as the bearers of the mission of the Caliphate on earth, through training, physical skills. He is based on the opinion of an-Nawāwī that interprets al-Qawy as a strength of faith supported by power by physical force, this opinion is based on the Qur'an Surah Al-Baqarah Verse 247: 2). Spiritual purpose (Al-ahdāfar-Rūhāniyyah)
With the concept of movement education, the purpose of spiritual education to increase the soul of faithfulness that is only to God alone and implement the Islamic morality which is imitated by the Prophet Muhammad based on ideals ideal in the Qur'an.
3). Thought purpose (Al-ahdāf al-'Akliyah)
As human nature, the movement of education also aims at the education of reason by directing the intellect of intellectual potential to discover the truth and its causes by studying the signs of Allah and find the messages of His verses that bring faith to the creator by staying on hold To monotheism.
4). Social purpose (Al-ahdāf al-Ijtimā'iyah)
The purpose of social education, namely the formation of a whole personality of the spirit, body and mind to achieve an Islamic society. The identity here is reflected as an-Nās who lives in a pluralistic society (plural).
DISCUSSION
The thought of Islamic education Quṭb has relevance and strongness to the world of education today, this is seen from some facts:
1. Some words which indicate that Quṭb has a humanistic educational view include the words wijdān, syu'ūr, ḍamīr, ar-rūh, adab. The word wijdān meaningful beauty is mentioned by Quṭb 60 times, the word ḍamīr is mentioned 93 times, the word syu'ūr is mentioned as much as 215 times, ar-rūh said in the commentary mentioned as 114 times, and the word adab mentioned 61 times. All the terms Because essentially the family is a sphere that shapes the character of character and personality other than Islam itself. At-tarbiyah al-khuluqiyyah according to SayyidQuṭb is a means to achieve equality of society (takāful al-ijtimā'ī), especially at the present time where ahklaq is increasingly eroded. Therefore morality must be accompanied by faith because by faith the community will be awake its existence. The human potential of morality is also part of human nature itself. 27 3. One of the obligations of religion is to maintain human morality that includes the nature of feelings and seclusion in the community so that the equality of society will be achieved not only wishful thinking. To achieve this, Quṭb states there must be taujīh and qudwah. Taujīh itself is an attempt to awaken the human self (wijdān) with the nature of feeling (damīr), while qudwah is part of the human effort to apply good habits in real life, either in the human person or in society.
Muhammad Quṭb states that in this case taujīhāt, tasyrī'āt, and tanẓimat must be based on Islamic aqidah as occurs in a long history for Muslims. 28 4. At-Tarbiyah al-harakiyyahwhich is rolled out Quṭb is how humans with Islamic aqeedah are able to fill the void of their souls and lives so that they can exert all their capabilities as human nature to use their feelings and how they live to achieve a good life and not life Which is full of life turbulence and full of doubts.
The signs of tarbiyahharakiyyah are at-tajdīd. At-tajdīd according to Quṭb is the importance of the religion of Islam itself which tells people to always change, process and develop their potential to achieve development (al-insyā), progress (al-inṭilāq) and development (al-irtifā '). Aqidah Islam according to Abu Bakr alJazairi is a set of rules that fit the intellect, hearing, and human nature in which man will bound his heart and chest with the truth of this aqidah forever. as the cornerstone of Islamic education and Koran into the application methodology of Islamic education in both the scope of comprehensive education that worship which he called at-tarbiyah al-ḥarakiyyah or education movement, as well as in the more narrow scope that calls predictably at-taujihwa at-study groups, then in the case of terminological Qutb uses the term at-tarbiyah, adab / at-ta'dib, and Tahzib, conceptually Qutb introducing at-tarbiyah al-qur'āniyyah, at-anNabawiyyatarbiyah, at-tarbiyah al-Islamiyya, at-tarbiyah al-khuluqiyyah, and attarbiyah al-ijtima'iyyah apart at-tarbiyah al-ḥarakiyyah above.
While the conclusions for the answers to the problems that become subchapter problems can be described below:
1. By referring to at-tarbiyyah al-ḥarakiyyah, the objectives of Islamic education as in the verses which are the research samples are as khalifah, 'abdullah and ululalbāb are to be new human beings (al-insān al-jadīd) both in the process of development (Al-insyā), progress (al-inṭilāq) and development (al-irtifā ') with monotheism as maint stream of thought. At-tajdid in Qutb picture is how human beings can be the cautious truth with ever-changing with the Koran as a methodology of life by realizing at-Takaful al-ijtima'iyyah or equality society, as a unified whole between monotheism uluhiyyah, rubūbiyyah and ' Ubūdiyyah, 2. Educational materials as in the verses that become the sample of research, then
Quṭb declared monotheism or religious education is a material that must be taught, then the Qur'an and lessons contained in it, worship education, establishing prayers, and moral education that must be based on monotheism In fact, so as to create a generation of Muslims who have similarities with generations in the time of the Prophet and al-khilafahar-rashidah.
3. Method of Islamic education as well as in the verses that the research samples such as methods wisdom, mauiẓahHasanah and jidāl, stories and Qudwahuswah be delivered gently and do not offend educational objects with feelings of comfort destination learners so get inner satisfaction and Confidence in the heart and able to follow what has been exemplified by the prophets, because according to Quṭb, the method derived from the Qur'an is a method that has long been done by the Prophets in carrying out the vision of prophethood so that people increase their faith in God and become a real Islamic society in Under the auspices of the Qur'an and tauhid as the axis of the movement of his life.
